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As I approach the end of a long and pleasant, if unremarkable ca-

reer, I hope solely to complete my life’s work, begun only in the past two

years of that span. For it was only after nearly seven decades spent in

anonymous work at the Bardic College that I was privileged to glimpse

the purpose for which I was born, as I

firmly believe: namely, to chronicle the

most important event of our Epoch —

the rebirth of the Kingdom of Icenia.

This miracle occurred through a bizarre

and wondrous agency: the transposition

of the land known to its natives as

Ashbury.

When struck by the disease that

robbed me of physical sight, not a month

before the event, I became truly able to

see; my focus on histories read to me

has never been sharper, my ability to

correlate and synthesize the various and

partial accounts never more acute. I

feel certain that this old woman’s years

shall indeed have been spent to some

worthy purpose, now that this treatise

covering the critical years 598 - 599 is

before the public. I envy them only that

they can read it for themselves.

My thanks to the acolytes Delerian

and Vasha for their assistance in read-

ing and taking dictation during this

project; they are able students and

promising youngsters [n.b.: I am

twenty-seven! – D]. It will be my pur-

pose in what follows to redact only those

events bearing upon our nation today,

and slice away the persiflage of another

plane, which affects us not. For the re-

mainder, I think the events speak for

themselves and need little introduction.

For the convenience of the reader, events affecting the history but

not so docile as to accept easy categorization have been set into a sepa-

rate account from the main history, titled the Adventurers’ Appendix and

are annotated accordingly.

The OThe OThe OThe OThe Origins of Ashburrigins of Ashburrigins of Ashburrigins of Ashburrigins of Ashburyyyyy
The polity known as the Duchy of Ashbury originated on another

plane or alternate world, similar in many ways to our own but known as

Tyrra. Nobles held the land in foef, craftspersons gathered to furnish

trade and wares by guild, and in climate, flora and fauna there was a

broad concurrence to the environs we are accustomed to here in Amora

Fortannis. Even the layout of surrounding territories bore certain strange

resemblances, as if through a mist or smoke, to those occupied by the

former Kingdom of Icenia. Most strikingly, their calendric numbers were

identical to our own, down to the very day: surely, these were all signs of

the fate which even then hung over the duchy, bringing it to ours in its

appointed time.

The realm in which Ashbury had been situated was known as the

kingdom of Evendarr, ruled by a man named Mykel as of the common

year 597. The duchy itself was ruled by one Aramis Llyrr, following the

death of Bryan Nordenn, who had given his life in combat that year

within a dark plane known to Ashbans as Jhinvintane (and which bears

a curious resemblance to certain accounts of Amora Dun).

The FThe FThe FThe FThe First irst irst irst irst WWWWWavavavavave of De of De of De of De of Darararararknessknessknessknesskness
The translation of Ashbury into Amora Fortannis was presaged by

two major themes. First, on a note possibly unconnected, citizens experi-

enced various strange difficulties having to do with the passage of Time.

Accounts are confused and probably

inaccurate, but it seems clear that in

the new year and following winter

of Spirit Circle 598, many of the

nobles, commoners and adventurers

in the population traveled back in

time (and some perhaps even for-

wards) to correct various threats to

their existence. In this they were evi-

dently successful, but certainly the

balance of cosmic forces was upset

by these incursions through proper

reality.

Second and surely more ger-

mane, was the appearance of ebony

rifts, or “Maws,” over various por-

tions of the land. Prior to the actual

event, smaller versions of these

Maws spewed forth chaos in multi-

form fashion, causing destruction and

a near-breakdown in the social or-

der. The first, menacing the Ashban

barony of Nordenn (our Forderick),

was dispelled by Baron Olin and his

court; a group of adventurers led by

a barbarian chief named Ator foiled

another in the vicinity of what was

once Lake Hollym (now the Bay of

Vacara in Icenia).

These early skirmish victories

provided scant comfort, however, for

the events of the Ides of the Swan.

In that third month, a Maw the size

of the entire duchy appeared and simply swallowed the polity whole, up-

rooting persons, places and land from their first home and plunging the

citizenry into a world of unrelieved darkness. Earthquakes and other por-

tents affrighted the populace, and crackling bolts of energy struck at ran-

dom spots, a’times forming chaotic wraiths which assailed every light source,

and at others energizing heroes to fight with sorcerous abilities.

Duke Aramis and his nobles rallied the population to employ artificial

light either mundane or magical, and fight both the darkness and its ac-

companying fear.

It was learned that these apparitions were the result of powerful

storytelling by beings of other planes; the sum of these wrongful tales was

known as the Grimoire, and their tellers needed to be destroyed by special

swords to end the stories properly.

With the guidance of a being named Llewellyn of the Apologue Com-

morancy, and a strange, golem-like companion named only The Shive,

several adventurers were “cut out” of the “story” (which is to say, re-

moved from the flow of history) to enable them to complete these quests.

They included a dwarven crafter named Smith, the Healer’s Guildmistress

Natasha Rosayka, and one known as Alexander.

At last, the “Maw Wraiths” were defeated and the darkness of the

Maw itself dissipated, depositing the entire duchy of Ashbury in its present

position, superimposed if you will upon the shadow of what was once the

cursed land of Icenia. These events of the Maw I refer to as “The First

Wave of Darkness.”



A Dur Namarie
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Along with Ashbury came two of its long-standing foes of the former

world. First were the Deep Trolls4 of the Sunless Empire, who struck in

the confusion of that early spring to take much land from Ashbury and

inflict grievous harm upon its people. These creatures, so long thought to

be merely myth among Icenians, prove again that a strange and mystic

bond existed between these sundered lands well into the past. These bru-

tal beings, including a strain of elite fighter known to them as Cauldronborn,

attacked by surprise and ended in possession of the fortress known as

Trollsgate, designed to restrain them below.

In a series of combats both fierce and bloody, the Duke as well as

several other citizens lost a life; in the end, the threat was contained but

land in the Barony of Trellheim was lost.

Second and simultaneous with this threat, came the horrid being

known as the Undoer4. Along with the trolls an enemy to the dwarves,

and allied with the Sunless Empire, the Undoer also struck with intent to

damage and enslave them particularly. Though repulsed by Baron Olin

of Nordenn and several allied adventurers, his assaults provided the dis-

traction needed for the deep trolls to capture Blackbourne as well.

In an effort to marshall the best resources available during this cri-

sis, Duke Aramis appointed a non-Ashban, also caught in the transla-

tion, to a high position. Count Requin Drager, originally from a nation

known as Niman on Tyrra, distinguished himself in the campaigns men-

tioned and became close to the Duke, who eventually named him Warlord

of Ashbury. Requin’s aide, Ingregavor, also found favor through the fight-

ing.

Among others who were brought unwillingly to the new land were

the biata Sir Frost Vardik and his wife Dame Dara Vardik, also of Niman,

whom the Duke saw fit to give no honors.

In the spring of that year, Ashbury was beset by an agent of the evil

elven lands of Dur Namarie, known as Herukan Mithrauko9. Possessed

of remarkable powers and bearing an intense hatred of Ashbans in gen-

eral and mystic wood elves in particular, he presented “Terms of Assimi-

lation” to the Duke, which were summarily refused.

In a series of combats over the next several days, Baron Agnar of

the Ash Forest was conspicuous in his resistance to the villain; at one

point, Agnar inspired a dispirited and divided city to an heroic resis-

tance which repulsed superior numbers of unknown ability. Mithrauko

slew several citizens but spared others, commanded a mixed force of

elves and ogres, and seemed continually able to escape from all attempts

to confine his person. On his final appearance, he caused a tree to trans-

mute to a bizarre form, repulsing or sleeping all non-elves who ap-

proached: ominously, Mithrauko left this “Spirit Tree” as a “gift” to the

Duchy.

The RThe RThe RThe RThe Return of Ieturn of Ieturn of Ieturn of Ieturn of Iceniaceniaceniaceniacenia
Native Icenians will be well familiar with the events of three centu-

ries ago, and only the briefest recounting will appear here to provide

continuity with this chronicle.

The kingdom at that time was ruled by Thrombolis Avacar, and had

suffered the Curse of Galantri, mad prophet of Galanthia. As a result,

buildings sank into the earth and the population was mutated into hor-

rible creatures devoid of reason, which destroyed each other or hid in

remote regions. The King had sent his knights to search for the Chalice

of Sovereignty7 — lost since the days of the defeat of Melagar — with-

out success; lacking it, Thrombolis could not utilize the Land-Bond to

sense the approach of the enemy nor to defeat them through its power.

Assisted by Icenia’s eternal ally, the Lady of the Mists, however,

Thrombolis and his court were able to take a timeless refuge against the

fated day of Ashbury’s arrival.

Appearing now before Duke Aramis, King Thrombolis urged the

quest of the Chalice upon Ashbury’s nobles, and told the tale of its land-

bonding power. The Duke was quite receptive to this appeal, as well as

the notable influence of Thombolis’ daughter, the Princess Lilyth12. A

marriage between the two was quickly proposed and accepted, though

whether more for political or personal reasons is unclear.
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In early summer, the duchy was weakened by internal dissension in

the departure of the Barons of Blythedale and Trellheim. The former,

named Kelial, cited personal reasons for his withdrawal and promoted

two of his squires — Daniel Star Grimsby and Jonathan Dragonheart —

to the rank of knight for a period of examination under the Duke’s eye in

succession. In the latter case, accusations of criminal behavior on the

part of certain members of the Trellheim court6 caused Baron Radric to

resign his post and move elsewhere with his remaining followers. Deep

troll forces and Dur Namarie elves took immediate advantage.

That same month brought the first large-scale assaults from the

south and west, home of the Galanthian Empire. In less time than it

takes to write of it, western Trellheim dropped into enemy hands, leav-

ing only a handful of estates beset by war and swollen with refugees.

The Paladin Ivan Drake and Warlord Requin with his aide Ingregavor

were prominent in the defense at this time.

Nearly lost in all this news was the first arrival of the Freejyn Horde,

the infamous race of savage warriors who harried the northern borders

of civilization for centuries. Making a supposedly friendly overture, their

Warchief Zueshahara was rebuffed in his initial effort to build an alliance



of blood and slaughter with the Ashbans, but promised to return.

In midsummer, near the Ides of the Ferret, the Duke was called

away from an engagement party to repel an apparent deep troll assault.

The ducal company was attacked and crushed by unexpected numbers of

Deep Trolls and a dragon. The Duke neither returned nor resurrected,

leading to widespread fears of his Obliteration.

Count Requin assumed command on his authority as Warlord. In

the following month (Salamander 598), Requin claimed to have found

the permanently dead body of Aramis Llyrr, and arrested Princess Lilyth

upon suspicion of assassinating the Duke. He immediately took strong

measures to silence dissent, raising extraordinary taxes and appointing

Sir Frost and Ingregavor to the positions of Magistrate and Chancellor.

For himself he took the title of Lord Regent of Ashbury and announced

his intention to Land-Bond through the Chalice as soon as it was found.

This wondrous artifact, just recovered through the efforts of a mixed

group of adventurers under direction of Duke Aramis, was kept hidden

from Requin through the clever agency of Sage’s Guildmistress Alyx

Attleborough and Baron Agnar’s wife Lady Azrael7, who suspected

Requin and hoped for the Duke’s return.

Requin’s policies continued to worry and frustrate various factions

of the citizenry through the fall. Taxes placed upon merchants, guilds

and citizens alike found no more favor than the appointment of odd and

unpopular persons to positions of authority.

Early in the Fire Ant, Requin revealed his ultimate plan: meeting a

division of Galantri troops on the field of battle, he instead parleyed

with the Emperor and disclosed his intention to transform the duchy

into a colony of the empire in return for safety and power.

The incident was reported by an adventurer named D. Gadlen

Chimeran, and his account is reprinted here:

The report came in that two armies were approaching the town.

Six thousand troops. Did I hear that right? Oh, but we probably have

troops of our own to back us up. So I went over to the nobles to see what

they had to say. All I saw was the look of fear in each and every one of

their eyes. The Duke was dead. We had no great hero to lead us.

Some measure of worry entered into my mind.

Someone suggested that we place explosives in the roadway to block

their path. “That might slow them down and kill a few hundred of them.”

To this, I frowned. A few hundred? I know a few things about traps

and the best I’ve ever seen a trap do is kill some tens…and these sol-

diers were smart. In any case, what would killing a few hundred do? But

we had no better plan than that. The call went out for explosives.

The troops were rapidly approaching. The scout had told us that

the army would be approaching from the north so we massed our forces,

all 60 of us (that’s 100 enemies for every ally!) onto the field of battle.

We saw them approaching.

It was a horrible sight. Great warriors and mages marched in uni-

son toward our line. Behind them was a liche, and a number of gigantic

grotesque creatures. Behind them, the forest looked as though it had

come alive. The swords and aura of an entire army glimmered in the

shade of the trees like a million fireflies. Their numbers audibly shook

the earth with their steps.

They approached shouting, “Let us pass! Let us pass!” I looked

down and saw that I was standing on the road that they might use to

continue upon. My instinct was to step aside but I was galvanized against

their threat by the teams forming up on our side. The smell of battle was

in the air. On the road blocking their way were a row of sword and

shield fighters. As the troops approached, they hunched down, prepar-

ing to block them by sheer force. One fighter listened to his own doubt

and began to stand aside but the rest filled the gap. The army was stopped

— for now.

There was a moment of silence as the two armies stood opposing

each other. Fighters on both sides held their weapons tight, weighing

the steel in their hands. Mages found their aura and recalled their spells,

each eyeing their targets with suspicion. One man pushed through the

lines from our side to meet the enemy. It was Count Requin.

For a moment, I was relieved. He would satiate the mob and they

would be sent away.  He shook the hand of what looked like the

general, turned back toward the Ashbans and smiled. These men knew

each other well…too well.

Count Requin spoke, saying how glad he was that they were

here and how Ashbury would be set to right. It became clear that

Count Requin was going to stay on the other side of the line. There

was some discussion between Requin and the nobles of Ashbury. Our

nobles, however, had nothing to offer but scorn. Though it was admi-

rable that they had the will to fight for their homes, I had no faith that

this would work as a tactic against so many troops. My nerves were

shaky. The forest rumbled with the army’s presence. Trolls and hu-

mans, necromancers and fighters, all poised against us.

The discussion on the line was growing louder. I knew that it

would soon erupt into a volley of spells, then swords would clash and

the army in the hills would rush down and crush us. At this thought,

my hands grew cold, my spirit weak.

From behind me, I heard a shout, “The Duke!” His memory

flashed through my mind. The most noble among us! I recalled that

the traitor that stood before us had killed Duke Aramis! I eyed the

bastard and thought of what I’d do to him. For a moment, I forgot

about the armies that opposed us and only of what a wicked a thing it

was for him to kill my Duke. My mind grappled with this atrocity. It

was all I could do to not start throwing spells at him until he fell to the

ground. I would rip out his heart to bring back the Duke.

“The Duke! The Duke!” I looked to my compatriots to ready a

cheer for the fallen hero but low, what did I see, a vision! Before my

very eyes, rising up the hill to meet us was Duke Aramis Llyrr!

A trumpet blared, proclaiming his arrival. As he strode to meet

Requin and his army, the Duke’s golden hair streamed behind him,

his magical sword gleamed brightly in his hand. Marching with him

was his entire court, the Ducal colors emblazoned on each warrior’s

chest.

Every Ashban on the field fell to their knees together, mine among

them. A cheer went up to their honor. The trumpet sounded again,

heralding the return of our hero. As he strode past me, I looked into

his eyes for a single moment and knew there was hope!

Then he reached the line. He barely addressed the Count, simply

ordering him to stand down immediately. When the Count refused,

laughing, our Duke raised up his arms and called upon the land, the

land that he had become a part of. Before us, a monolith of light and

stone rose from the ground, shining light and power. Upon reaching

its full majesty, it began to strike down the enemies hiding in the for-

est.

At this, the Count turned white with fear! The odds were quickly

changing. Requin stood by while the Duke spoke. He marched before

us all, proudly striding up and down the ranks. He called us close

and rallied us,

“People of Ashbury, we stand at yet another turning point in

epic history. Now is the moment when heroes emerge from obscurity

and enter into heroic glory! Are you with me?”

At this, every Ashban within earshot shouted a triumphant

“Huzzah!”

“Then despair not the gloom…but rage and give cry for sun-

light!”

The trumpet blasted once more. “For ourselves! For Ashbury!

Forward!”

There was not a spirit there that was not strengthened by his

gallantry. Energies flowed from the Duke and from the land itself into

us, through all of our bodies. We were strengthened by his words. I

would lay down my life for our Duke, our land, our people!

Duke Aramis raised his sword high toward the noon day sun. He

called a rallying cry and was met with every voice crying in unison.

“To Ashbury! To Ashbury! To Ashbury!” The charge was spontane-

ous.

We were so filled with our purpose that they stood no chance of

victory. Count Requin and his men ran for the woods with ten Ashbans



at his tail. A few minutes later, his unconscious body was dragged

out, to be imprisoned.

The Duke’s powerful weapon had killed most of the enemy’s troops

but a few hundred still came from the woods. They threw all manner

of magics at us, sometimes one at a time, sometimes in grand waves of

fifteen or twenty but they were no match for our might!

With the battle done, and the enemies defeated, it can now be said

truthfully to every race that lives in Amora Fortannis that Ashbury stands

tall, proud and strong. It will not fall gently to any usurper, or any out-

side force. Ashbury has solidified its place in history and the future of

Amora Fortannis.

Combined with a ferocious assault by the heroes of Ashbury, this

signaled the utter defeat of their foes for the moment. The surviving

Galanthians retreated in complete disorder. Requin was slain (though he

escaped through a Spirit Recall ritual); his aide Ingregavor was revealed

to be none other than the dragon who had ambushed the ducal court

(and from whom the jester Dimsdale had rifted the latter to an obscure

place of safety within the Enchanted Mists).

It was made known that Requin was Dragonheart to the Mal-Draco;

Aramis Llyrr responded to this threat by assuming the title of Dragonheart

to the Partisan Draco. This attempt on the common weal I refer to as the

“Second Wave of Darkness.”

In other campaigns at this time, a large Freejyn Horde returned

under a new Warchief Zueshahara. He was able to cause chaos through

the agency of a dread skull totem, even to forcing Ashbans to madly rave

and make war upon all about them. Though the force was eventually

repelled, neither the skull nor the chief, though each was briefly cap-

tured, remained under durance.

The FThe FThe FThe FThe First First First First First Fororororortannis Htannis Htannis Htannis Htannis Halloalloalloalloallowwwwweeneeneeneeneen
Ashbans in the late Fire Ant were subjected to their first experience

of the particular horrors associated with choosing the Lord of Hallow-

een. In the common year 598, that crown rested on a being known as

Muckhead, but he contended for this honor with Jack O’Lantern and

Queen Nachtface. Their yearly contest for the honor of ruling the Abys-

mal Gorge took its usual path through the world of mortals at this time,

bringing fear and random destruction.

The manic “Trick or Treaters” terrorized the citizens, seeking to eat

those who did not appease their sweet tooth. In Muckhead’s initial as-

sault, many townspersons fell and the wondrous Kiergani artifact known

as the Dire Bow was taken.

Two potential “allies” of Ashbury at this time were the other con-

tenders for this eerie throne. Whereas the rule of Muckhead brought

terror, to support Jack O’Lantern would mean a reign of madness and

disease, and yet Queen Nachtface offered a world of unrelieved dark-

ness. ‘Twas this latter being who did offer a means of possible salvation

to the citizens, telling of a carriage which could be built from troll-bones

to take those brave enough to the hiding place of the Swabbing Bone.

This relic, through some strange agency, could repulse Muckhead and

his minions, protecting the bearer.

The requisite bones were recovered, the carriage made and the hid-

ing place unmasked. But Muckhead discerned these plans, and a battle

“royal” was fought to decide the future ruler of Halloween.

In the midst of furious fighting, a landless adventurer named Sol-

emn Judgement charged recklessly through the battle-ranks and seized

the Swabbing Bone. It was thrown to the Healer’s Guildmistress Natasha

and Squire Rune, who wielded it with great effect against Muckhead,

forcing his retreat.

In a bizarre ensuing parley, these Lords of Horror (including those

named Moan N’Groan and Yech) called upon the Ashbans to vote for a

new king or queen. After hurried consultation they steadfastly refused to

do this, and Baron Agnar even resisted an offer from Muckhead to swap

the Swabbing Bone and votes for the lost treasured Dire Bow. Thus the

first Ghostly New Year ended in a bloody stalemate, leaving the future

quite uncertain.

The Geist in ShadowkeepThe Geist in ShadowkeepThe Geist in ShadowkeepThe Geist in ShadowkeepThe Geist in Shadowkeep
In the late Raccoon of 598, the Ashban Barony of Nordenn, or

Forderick to Icenians, was cursed by the presence of undead forces, which

seemed to seep from the ground itself, capturing the fortress of Shadowkeep.

This citadel was once the capital of the barony and home to a military

academy. It was also dearly prized by the Nordenn family (of the former

Duke Bryan), who had ruled it for centuries. Leader of the ghouls and

undead now in possession was a being who clamed to be the former Baron

Douglas Nordenn; he made repeated threats against his descendant Olin.

The living lord, for his part, made several attempts to assay the keep

by various routes, all of which were foiled. Intelligence came to the duchy

to the effect that the true power in Shadowkeep was a mysterious order of

necromancers known as the Hand of the Geist. Extolled to have powers

of mind control and having lain in secret power for centuries, they were

now taking matters into more open fields of contention, though for what

ultimate purpose was not yet plain.

The rumor ran that the Geist controlled the Land-Bond of Nor-

denn, a thought as troubling as it was scandalous for the rulers of the

duchy to consider. An attack for all available forces was scheduled for

the New Year of the Scales.

The written record holds few accounts of fighting more fierce, or

of results more disheartening, than the Assault on Shadowkeep in Turtle

599. The Ashban force arrived to find the town in a patchwork of surviv-

ing loyalists and controlled imposters from the citadel. Passwords and

contacts with some officers who had been near the enemy sufficed for

the nonce; yet the Geist harried Ashbury’s leaders with thralls and am-

bushes, as well as displays of arcane power including the use of the

Land-Bond of Nordenn. The fate of a young Squire named Scarn re-

vealed a new threat — that of the legendary doppelganger, one of which

subsumed his form and masqueraded for a time as the warrior until re-

vealed and subdued.

Assailed both physically and mentally, the Ashbans were subjected

to a plethora of horrors throughout the assault: shivering undead who

were titled Grave Dancers, the specter of their own officers slain and

raised as undead to taunt them, risen minions with the power to wither

limbs, and the powerful opposition of Douglas and Crystavia Nordenn.

They also met a being claiming to be Baron Pendrake Forderick, of

the previous Icenian line, now an undead being but evidently still chiv-

alrous and meaning no harm to the Ashbans.

Also present in the Ashban strike force was a contingent from the

Ash Forest, who distinguished themselves mightily in dispatching un-

told numbers of the undead legion. Their efforts, combined with the

discovery by Baron Olin of a Symbol of Bonding, seemed for a time to

provide hope of final victory. Various former leading families of the

region were located and restored from their centuries-old internment

against the curse of Glantri.

But these noble efforts may have weakened the Ashban force just

prior to what proved to be the critical conflict. Facing undead forces

under the wicked Squire Gabriel, several Ashbans including the Baron

Olin were Imprisoned. Healers Guildmistress Natasha concealed the

Baron while Sir Zachary Blane negotiated for terms, allowing the Ash-

bans to free some of their trapped comrades.

As one of the ranking nobles left standing, it was Zachary’s advice

that a final assault be made, to try to win a bloody victory before the

Hand could escape to continue their depredations. That assault, alas,

was ill-fated, and at least a dozen Ashbans lost their lives, and some

permanently including the biata historian Shya Corak and Gilwing, who

was dwarven champion to Kelanor V. Another Nordenn knight, Sir

Du’Gaul Darkfire, entered the keep itself in a fey bid to win glory and

was not seen again for some time. The notorious and much-storied Ash

Forest Squire, Calis, negotiated a truce with the undead to recover the

bodies; but many powerful weapons were seized. The Geist leaders brought

any further conflict to a close with a horrid invocation of the Land-Bond,

bringing down snow and heavy weather to make effective military action

impossible.
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In the spring of 599, Duke Aramis Llyrr invited deputations from

several states and peoples to negotiate with Ashbury, and received an

encouraging response. The first to agree upon terms, for a pact of mu-

tual defence, were the Cuulanni from Ashbury’s northern borders.

A much more cautious and delicate set of negotiations took place

with Elders Xapano and Zandar, representing the Biata Councils of

Bloodstone and Hopewell, respectively. They angled for and received

certain autonomous rights to their freeholds, in return for oaths of fealty.

An attempt by the Emperor of the Thessi to disturb these proceedings

was foiled17, and he was executed on the field by the appropriate tribu-

nal of nobles including Duke Aramis, Ash Forest Baron Agnar Anti-

Tiburon and Sir Daniel Star-Grimsby of Blythedale.

The most serious difficulties came during negotiations with the

amani elves. As Lord Gwindor and Lady Glendura attempted to reach an

understanding with Baron Agnar (a kiergani) as the Duke’s representa-

tive, the talks were interrupted by the arrival of Teril Belayson (leader of

an extremist political movement known as F.O.I.L.)5.

Claiming to most truly represent the thoughts of the amani, Teril

disrupted the proceedings — until he, in turn, was interrupted by a dem-

onstration from his own followers. These latter incited violence (which

Teril claimed not to have instigated), and a melee ensued in which all

chance at fruitful resolution was assassinated.

Alliance among the EAlliance among the EAlliance among the EAlliance among the EAlliance among the Enemynemynemynemynemy
Ashbury’s enemies, too, seemed to band together during the spring,

as Count Requin’s personal army, troll allies and Galanthian imperial

troops combined to capture the estate of Blackbourne in Trellheim. Re-

ports arrived of thousands of Ashbans held as slaves within Galanthia

paired with rumors of an uprising in the “Delta” region, plus news of an

organization called the Raven fighting against this condition.

An attempt to capture Ashbury itself by armies of  the newly formed

Blackbourne Compact was met by Ducal forces. Although the Duke had

difficulty in summoning the Land-Bond to his aid — a problem that

Requin evidently anticipated — he was eventually successful and this

raid was repulsed.

In the following month, the Duke and assembled citizenry were

treated to the surprising prospect of a rifted visit from the Emperor of

Galanthia, Galanthus IV, himself along with selected members of his

court. He offered an armistice, terms of a treaty, and the prospect of

freeing Ashbury’s slave population within the Empire.

Though loath to have truck with a slave state, the Duke was able to

negotiate his own temperament as well as that of the bizarre Galanthians

to break the alliance with Requin. The Emperor declared Galanthia’s

involvement in the Blackbourne Compact was at an end, and promptly

freed hundreds of “refugee” Ashbans as a sign of good faith.

No retreat from captured territories was enacted, yet a state of armed

truce was put in place — a great boon to a hard-pressed populace.

The PThe PThe PThe PThe Prrrrrophecy of Gophecy of Gophecy of Gophecy of Gophecy of Glantrilantrilantrilantrilantri
In the summer, Ashbury was again visited by an enigma from their

Tyrran past, known as the Chessmaster. Prone to offer games of living

“battle chess” in return for great prizes, he was introduced this time to

Duke Aramis and offered his game with the fabled Prophecy of Glantri

as the prize.

This legended rhyme was said to hold the key to unlocking the

Curse which lay on Icenia, thereby defeating Ashbury’s enemies. Duke

Aramis despised being forced to play the Chessmaster’s game but deter-

mined that the “reward” was needed.

Members of the two sides were chosen by a plethora of means, as

contact with one of the Chessmaster’s constructs, combat, discovery and

at times pure chance resulted in the acquisition of a “piece,” whose spirit-

linked powers allowed one to play the game.

Often the least experienced adventurer or warrior in the populace

recovered the most powerful pieces. The inaugural match in Amora

Fortannis was as confused and tense as any, but the Duke’s rook Baron

Olin was eventually able to capture the Chessmaster’s king (a gypsy named

Kheritana), and the prize of the poem was won.

Gains and LossesGains and LossesGains and LossesGains and LossesGains and Losses
In the Ferret 599, Baron Olin Nordenn attempted again to regain the

lost fortress of Shadowkeep. In conjunction with the elite undead-strikers

of Baron Jonathan Dragonheart from Blythedale, Nordenn feinted at the

Node in Crystal Falls, successfully drawing his undead ancestor Douglas

to the spot with crucial forces.

Then, striking at the center of Geist power, Olin made use of infor-

mation provided by the Bondbreakers (former members of the Geist who

broke from their masters) to overcome Crystavia Nordenn and several

new forms of undead abominations. Having secured Shadowkeep once

more, and redeemed the sorrow and loss of the New Year’s ill-fated as-

saults, the Ashban forces continued to reclaim the Node as well, as Baron

Olin used the Land-Bond to cleanse the area of Geist influence.

Rightful celebration over this brilliant action was dimmed, however,

by the failure of Ashbury forces to dispel the curse over Woodwash, an

estate of the Ducal Fiefs, in the following month of the Salamander.

Having suffered for decades, evidently in retribution for the unjust

murder and dismemberment of the magistrate and sheriff, the inhabitants

were in extremes of dismay over the most recent incursions of undeath

and disease. Despite many efforts, both in direct opposition to the horrors

and by attempts to recover the lost members of the victims, nothing was

gained and much effort and blood was lost.

In that same month, however, the precious artifact known as the

Vessel of Vapors — gift of the Lady of the Mists and stolen since the

spring — was recovered. This relic allows instantaneous transport across

great distances at need, and had been sorely missed. Events surrounding

the theft and recovery were somewhat confused at first, but a likely re-

construction is as follows.

The cup was stolen by an Ash Forest renegade named Calis (already

the subject of several remarkable and mixed references in this history)

who may have thought to profit by offering the Vessel to “Count” Requin

Drager.

By whatever means Requin came to hold the Vessel, he discovered

that it refused to work for him; he sent members of his elite guard, Requin’s

Maulers, to bury the artifact somewhere within the confines of his con-

quered territory (referred to by the enemy as The Blackbourne Compact).

It was as his minions pursued this mission that they were intercepted by a

group of adventurers alerted and brought to the scene by the Lady of the

Mists herself.

These heroes remained anonymous from the first, in fear of retribu-

tion from either Requin’s agents (and indeed such an attempt was made,

and foiled) or this Calis adventurer (evidently wielding significant personal

power at this stage of his career).

The Ducal court took possession of the Vessel after this series of

melees, and undertook to administer justice in the matter of its theft. Fur-

ther details are unavailable to this chronicler, and perhaps future histories

will make the story plain.

The The The The The ThirThirThirThirThird d d d d WWWWWavavavavave of De of De of De of De of Darararararknessknessknessknesskness
We come now to the crux of this history. To review, briefly:

The kingdom of Icenia, long laboring under the Curse of Glantri and

effectively depopulated, was changed forever when it sustained the mass-

translation of an entire polity from another world, the Duchy of Ashbury,

which was brought here through the First Wave of Darkness. The people,

nobles and Duke Aramis Llyrr of Ashbury were subject to virtually unin-

terrupted challenges in their effort to settle and improve this land.

Meanwhile, they suffered a division from within, in which one Requin

Drager, the Duke’s trusted ally and Warlord, attempted his lord’s assassi-



nation with draconic assistance and nearly usurped the ducal authority. He

was defeated but survived to become the Dragonheart of the Mal Draco,

whereas Aramis became the same for the Partisan Draco.

Thus was averted the Second Wave of Darkness. To understand the

peril and import of the Third Wave, the reader must keep these themes in

mind and move back in time to the spring of 599.

As early as the Dragon, signs emerged to indicate that all was not

well with the very nature of the land in Amora Fortannis. Dark spirits

appeared, at first infrequently, to murmur threats and dire predictions.

Dragons, the most magical and powerful of creatures, were seen to fall

from the sky as if struck, and die on the land in the sight of mortal men.

And “Count” Requin attacked Ashbury’s capital in an apparent display

of foolishness given the power of the Duke’s Land-Bond.

Yet Aramis had difficulty raising the power of the earth — a fact

the enemy seemed to sense — and the attack nearly succeeded though it

was eventually dispelled with heavy loss (albeit by now Requin retained

control of virtually all the Barony of Trellheim).

It appeared, in short, that the magic of the land was draining, or

leaking away from the grasp of mortal men; alternately, it could be said

that the darkness of Amora Dun was seeping in. The usual barriers and

stays of the normal order were being overthrown, and the problem con-

tinued to worsen as the weeks passed.

Not all effects of this increase in chaos were harmful, however: one

Shya Corak, biata sage and historian, thought permanently slain in the

loss of Shadowkeep, was suddenly returned to life and health upon the

first major appearance of the dark whispering spirits. Research and ru-

mor indicated that the ancient Curse of Glantri was part of the problem,

as was the long lack of a proper King for Icenia.

King Thrombolis Avacar, it should be noted, died soon after his

release from the Mists — an effect of the strange Monarch Malady —

and never laid formal claim to rule over his former territory.

During the summer and early fall, as the other events mentioned

above were occurring, the deterioration in magic’s normal function wors-

ened drastically. Circles of Power intermittently failed to work, mystic

Wards fell with the sun, and certain magical protective spells lost their

vigor in the test of battle. Mundane criminal depredation rose; panic

started among the populace, as the familiar paths of security seemed to

fail one by one. The activity of the dark spirits from Amora Dun in-

creased, as they spread their message of doom while tempting individu-

als with power in return for acts of murder, destruction and betrayal.

The Lifting of the CThe Lifting of the CThe Lifting of the CThe Lifting of the CThe Lifting of the Curseurseurseurseurse
The first step in the eventual cure for these multiform ills was the

achievement of the Prophecy of Glantri, won from the mysterious

Chessmaster in the spring. Armed with this, the Curse of Glantri, which

had lain athwart Icenia for three centuries, could be dispelled.

As matters stood, the Curse, which had had the effect of depopulat-

ing the area of sentient beings, was made worse by the arrival of the

Ashban population. Outbreaks of hysteria and hallucination among the

populace were added to the ills of contact with the maddened and mon-

strous survivors of the Curse. Even the Duke fell prey to the delirium,

attempting to abdicate and giving strange orders for a space before his

wits returned. Every rank of society was affected; it was not uncommon

for healers attempting to aid the fallen to be mistaken for necromancers

by others, and thus assailed. Monstrous beings walked the land in dis-

guise, wreaking havoc and distrust at one time.

Dispelling the worst of these difficulties, the Ashban population

was approached once more by their ally the Lady of the Mists, who with

her servant Rumplekin transported those willing to a dark other-realm,

where lay Glantri’s heart. Stealing there in silence, an intrepid biata

stealthic named Storm was able to retrieve the heart from the hands of

the sleeping fey queen (known as Black Annis) who guarded it. It was

placed into the Vessel of Vapors and a ritual to dispel the Curse began.

But the Queen was awakened before its completion and arrested in

time the ritual, forcing a series of challenges before it could continue. In

the first, Storm once again served the land heroically by answering a riddle;

in the second, a contest of battle between a half-dozen chosen champions,

the Dark Queen was successful. The third contest involved catching the

bearer of a light and extinguishing it, in which the Ashbans succeeded. In

the final contest, a battle royale, though close and hotly contested, also

went to the travelers, giving Ashbury the victory.

The effects of the removal of the Curse were immediate, as dazed

and amnesiac citizens emerged from every remote place in the kingdom.

The impact on Ashbury’s already-strained logistical resources was quite

severe (the draining of magic from the land by this time seemingly af-

fecting even the prospects of the season’s harvests), but on the other

hand living treasures were now unearthed in the persons of the freed and

rational Icenians.

The AThe AThe AThe AThe Awakening of the Kingwakening of the Kingwakening of the Kingwakening of the Kingwakening of the King
As these events transpired, others pursued a separate and equally

mystical legend, that of the Sleeping King. Duke Aramis Llyrr in par-

ticular came to personally believe that this man — named Gareth ap

Moire — was in fact not dead but asleep, held in abeyance by the Virtuar

for a time of future need. This Gareth took the throne in rebellion against

the corrupted Melagar centuries ago, and had sent his knights questing

unsuccessfully for the Chalice of Sovereignty.

With work and time, it was learned that his body was located within

the Enchanted Mists in the realm called Sovereignty. Further, it was

discerned that the way to reach this realm was through a kind of magical

procession called a Faery Rade, wherein persons of artistic ability, not

sorcerors or sword-swingers, would take the van. With much danger

and adventure, a party of such mixed company penetrated the realm (in

Gryphon 599) and awoke the Sleeping King. Gareth, confused and much

ignorant of recent events, nevertheless readily agreed to serve the cause

of the Duke’s plan, and accompanied this party from the Mists to Ash-

bury.

Duke Aramis thought to press his advantage at the earliest possible

moment, in order to secure an orderly succession within the new king-

dom he envisaged. Returned Icenian nobles laid claim to much territory

within Ashbury’s borders. Further, they refused to recognize either the

Duke’s authority or that of his new bride, the former Princess Lilyth

Avacar (as she was thought to have forfeited the title of the royal house

with her marriage and in view of her father’s death).

Duke Aramis quickly secured the agreement of Gareth and Duke

Colin Hendric of Falkirk to his plan, to have the former King tested by

the Mons Regalis.

This revered place of power, it was said, would greet a worthy king

who set foot upon its stone with song from the earth. Moving with all

speed (and some would say in sooth too much haste), the forces of Ash-

bury and Icenia were met along the road by large and repeatedly rein-

forced elements of Count Requin’s Maulers.

The first few waves were dispelled, and progress made to the foot of

the Mons; but in the final confrontation, the forces of the Blackbourne

Compact proved too much for the audacious and ill-coordinated adven-

turers comprising the bulk of Ashbury’s forces. Gareth ap Moire died

within mere rods of the stone, and Duke Aramis also fell in combat with

Requin and his immediate guard.

Requin, thinking to complete the victory with a killing blow on his

hated adversary, was himself slain by a Ritual of Vengeance secretly

placed upon the Duke’s body; and his forces, without their leader, showed

a near-complete lack of initiative. Some survivors were allowed to col-

lect bodies and belongings; but in all, dozens of Ashbury and Icenia’s

finest lost a life that day, of all ranks, genders, ages and vocations.

Collecting his resources the following month,  Duke Aramis issued

the most stringent instructions to his forces on a second attempt. Pos-

sessing the field this time after much hard fighting, the way was cleared

and, despite the unfamiliarity of the land, the actual Mons Regalis was

located.

Setting foot upon the rock, Gareth ap Moire caused music to sound



Thrombolis Avacar

forth from the earth for the first time in centuries; Dukes Aramis Llyrr and

Colin Hendry, Baron Agnar Anti-Tiburon, and others of all ranks swore

fealty to the new king on the spot, which was received. King Gareth is-

sued instructions to rally the leading nobles of the land for a Council Ses-

sion, after the traditions of his day, to take place early the following year.

Just as the lifting of the Curse of Glantri freed the Icenian people, the

assumption of the Awakened King did much to set them in order. Gareth

toured the land, bringing cheer and inspiration to the populace, and speak-

ing in praise for such good works as were being performed by former

Ashbans for former Icenians together in this new kingdom.

Chief among these was once again the Healer’s Guildmistress

Natasha, who was of signal utility in supplying, comforting and reset-

tling the large and sudden refugee population.

The blight from Amora Dun slowed and even ebbed from the land,

while the kingdom’s mortal enemies made physical retreat as well, espe-

cially the Freejyn Horde who withdrew from the former territories of

Falkirk and Brittington, allowing their infusion into the nation.

Another change of great import was the restoration of magic to the

land, made possible by these twin blows against the Third Wave of Dark-

ness. With the lifting of the Curse and the Awakening of the King, there

now existed a chance to reverse the draining of magical energies di-

rectly.

This restoration came in the person of one Squire Rasq Darkmoon,

pursuing a task for promotion to the rank of Guildsman within the order of

Mages. Together with a mixed company, including Chieftain Ator of the

Barbarian Sand Tiger tribe and the Wizard Grandin LaMoore, the sarr

Rasq entered a darkly glowing tower in the early Gryphon, and later

emerged literally coruscating with magical energy.

Moving from estate to estate, Rasq was able by mere touch to re-

store the power of the mystic Wards which guarded these abodes. Once

he had repaired those in the capital city, the energy or spirit of this change

flooded forth from his person and whisked about the land, affecting the

remainder. The awful affliction upon other Battle Magics also seemed to

fade as well.

Thus was the Third Wave of Darkness over the new nation of Amora

Fortannis dispelled, by triple blows for justice and courage. In each case,

knowledge lighted the path, while sorcery and puissance supplied the means

of enduring the trials. A future filled with quiet and peace would be far too

much to hope, forsooth.

But as the crucial year of 599 drew to a close, Amora Fortannis at

last could shed the chains of its past ills and face its destiny, however

adventurous or filled with sorrow, as a single nation once again.

DDDDDetailing Ceretailing Ceretailing Ceretailing Ceretailing Certain Ftain Ftain Ftain Ftain Facets ofacets ofacets ofacets ofacets of
AAAAAdvdvdvdvdventurenturenturenturenturererererer’’’’’s Hs Hs Hs Hs Historistoristoristoristoryyyyy

It was necessary, in compiling this chronicle, to sift through a very

large amount of materiel which seemed to have no direct bearing on the

serious history I was attempting to construct. Time and again, in my ef-

forts to fully understand what the Duke and nobility did in reaction to a

serious crisis, I found instead reference only to some rootless band of

mercenaries, or freebooters, or actually beings which defy any terms I

have ever seen to describe them.

Usually of no rank (though sometimes including squires or even knights

— and yet then again, sometimes not the leaders!), these individuals often

took matters upon themselves at no direction from the state.

Beyond this, entire bands of such beings were often formed, of mixed

races, statures, vocations and genders. These companies were volatile,

and after assembling to make one truly heroic effort would just as quickly

dissolve into the fog of history, some to reappear in different groups and a

few never to return. I nearly gave up the effort now before you, a dozen

times, as I despaired of ever putting matters in order.

Slowly, as I battled the Waves of Darkness on paper, the light broke

inside my mind. It became evident that the Duke and other nobility of

Ashbury actually supported these wild and intrepid free agents, looked

upon their activity with favor and rewarded their courage (all the while

attempting to bring them under some form of control through promotion in

the vassalage and guilds).

With that thought in mind, I reworked my texts and made use of the

more neutral term “adventurer” to describe these persons. Even so, there

was a mountain of material that did not fit into the political tract thus far

organized, yet which, when taken separately or in light of other facts, was

of more than passing interest to the reader.

I present this collection of stories — stranger far than any I could

invent — to the readers for the purpose of their fullest enlightenment in

trying to understand the customs and history of the people of Ashbury as

they have come to us. Not all the tales are happy ones, and not all these

remarkable individuals walked the path of light; but then, even a blind

woman could tell you that the greatest dangers are those that threaten

from within.

1. M1. M1. M1. M1. Maximus Faximus Faximus Faximus Faximus Frrrrrees the Sees the Sees the Sees the Sees the Slavlavlavlavlaveseseseses
On Ashbury’s former world of Tyrra, the duchy of Niman endured

and supported the institution of legalized slavery. The authorities of that

kingdom, outwardly deploring any illegal actions, passively benefited not

only from the oppression of a portion of the native population, but also

from the depredations of slavers taking captives to Niman from other poli-

ties.

One such slave, named Maximus, escaped from bondage and came

to live in neighboring Ashbury, quietly building up a store of unsuspected

arcane lore. In the final week of the Raccoon, 597, Maximus came upon

an abandoned cart with a broken wheel; its owners had left to find a

replacement.

Hearing cries from within a secret compartment under the wagon,

Maximus called out; he found a half-dozen Ashbury children, taken by

slavers and headed for Niman.

Despite the risk to himself, this quiet soul Destroyed the compart-

ment door, and then faced the returning kidnappers to cover the children’s

escape. The company of Maximus’ friends, a short way up the path,

found him permanently dead at the scene, surrounded by the Deathed

bodies of three of the slavers.

His grave inscription reads “Brother Maximus, born a slave in Ni-

man, died a hero on Raccoon 25th, 597, saving six children from sla-

very.”



2. 2. 2. 2. 2. The DThe DThe DThe DThe Dragonhearragonhearragonhearragonhearragonheart Pt Pt Pt Pt Prrrrrophecyophecyophecyophecyophecy
In the early Serpent 598, a group of adventurers under the leadership

of Sir Daniel Star Grimsby and Squire Azura discovered an ancient tunnel

beneath the capital city.

A chamber there held what is widely believed to be the authentic

original manuscript of the Dragonheart Prophecy:

Amora-Fortannis is both our blessing and our bane.

Master it or be mastered by it.

The seed of our paradise has been planted in Amora-Fortannis.

The land shall be groomed into the ecstasy of our design.

From the feral grip of monsters, of savages, Of beings who could

not tend to Amora-Fortannis’ shaping power, Shall the land be wrested.

The dreams and sufferings of its conquerors shall be the mortar of

which the land’s form be made.

A great civilization shall arise and come to glory.

Its rulers must bond with the land.

The Land and its Ruler must be one.

If the Ruler fails, the Land fails.

That is the Sacred Law.

In time this civilization shall wane.

Shadows shall appear.

Conflict within shall begin.

The glory shall be eclipsed,

The land’s leader shall fall

And a bleak winter shall be

The one, eternal season of the land.

In this time of turmoil,

Into the midst of great and growing conflict

A Dragon Heart shall finally arise to power

To become ruler of the land.

He shall bond with the land,

Unite its people in Darkness or in Light,

And shape the future of paradise.

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. TTTTTeril Beril Beril Beril Beril Belayson and Felayson and Felayson and Felayson and Felayson and F.O.I.L..O.I.L..O.I.L..O.I.L..O.I.L.
Since before the time of its transposition into Amora Fortannis, the

Ash Forest barony had been riven by the existence of a radical amani

separatist group known as F.O.I.L. (Free Our contamInated Land.) This

group, or political movement, was the brainchild of one Teril Belayson,

merchant and former soldier who was as implacable as he was impas-

sioned on the subject of exiling the kiergani from the land.

While reviled by a large number of amani, as well as the substantial

majority of non-elves, Teril persisted and seized any pretext to advance

his group’s point of view. An early high-point was when the ex-knight

Algar Winterwind joined the group in the spring of 598, inciting a young

kiergani squire named Brighthawk to actually assail him (resulting in

her incapacitation). He was subsequently arraigned and fined 25 Crowns

for this offence, but continued his membership.

Yet Teril kept his followers on the narrow path of obedience to the

laws, and the Magistrate Eros Clearbrook was forced on several occa-

sions to appear to be defending the rights of the amani racists in the

group. So long as F.O.I.L. confined itself to argument and political lob-

bying, they were within the bounds of lawful behavior.

During the treaty talks of Hawk 599, Teril appeared at the moment

of the negotiation between Duke Aramis and members of the Amani

Council. Inserting his opinion unasked, his arguments with both the Duke

and the kiergani Baron of Ash Forest, Agnar Anti-Tiburon, were in turn

interrupted by the appearance of an armed mob of F.O.I.L. members.

Over their leader’s apparent objections, they agitated violent action and

were eventually subdued by Ashban loyalists. But all prospect of further

rapprochement between the duchy and the Amani Council was ruined

for the moment.

This incident further sharpened the opposition of Baron Agnar and

Teril to each other. The latter, infuriated to see a hated foe so highly placed,

stumbled in debate during the aforementioned negotiations; whereas Agnar

was never given peace from the activity of F.O.I.L., which was of course

implacably opposed to his seat on the Amani Council.

Baron Agnar held this seat by virtue of his position as Baron, in

accordance with the ancient customs. But the relentless pressures brought

to bear by this organization may have led to a breach.

In Gryphon 599, the Amani Council announced a new membership

of only five: Baron Agnar was not among them, evidently in return for a

deal in which Teril would also be denied a seat. For the first time in its

history, the Amani Council did not include the ruler of the Ash Forest.

An Amani Elf



4. D4. D4. D4. D4. Deep eep eep eep eep TTTTTrrrrroll Ioll Ioll Ioll Ioll Invnvnvnvnvasion and the Uasion and the Uasion and the Uasion and the Uasion and the Undoerndoerndoerndoerndoer
Conflict between Ashbury’s defenders (particularly the dwarves) and

the legendary race known as Deep Trolls is a constant theme of their early

history, well before the transposition. These figures of our nightmares,

dwelling below the earth and displaying a taste for the meat of mortal

beings, are every bit as frightening, savage and cruel as our unversed

stories have depicted them. Just as staunch, costly and constant has been

the defence of those who inhabit the Ashban realm of Trellheim, and the

dwarves have been second to no other race in this brave resistance.

Even before the mystical transposition of the duchy, the trolls (per-

haps sensing this cataclysm and wishing to take advantage) were stirring

in the spring of 598. They tested the strength of barriers erected against

them in Castle Blackbourne and evidently carried off the obelisk that

had served to keep them in check.

Allied with orcs and undead beings, these companies of very mar-

tial trolls were led by the bane known only as the Undoer, whose espe-

cial purpose seemed to be the enslavement and defeat of the dwarven

people. The Undoer wields a white great-hammer, which can absorb the

essence of slain dwarves and bring them forth again to fight as undead

servitors on its master’s behalf. Of all the mystic artifacts on record, few

are so mighty or so repugnant as this weapon.

Matters came to a head in the opening days of the Swan 598, when

a tense treaty negotiation between Ashbury forces and the trolls, led by

an ambassador named Pax, were disrupted by their demand for com-

plete withdrawal and the sudden bursting of an explosive petard of un-

known origin. Claiming treachery, the trolls withdrew to the recently

captured Trollsgate Keep and the war was officially reopened.

In the late spring (Serpent 598), Ashbury struck a blow to defeat

several companies of these foul creatures and regain key sites. First, a

company of heroes led by Sir Jaret, Daniel, Chip, Xavier, Zatarina,

Ta’Wané, and Ragnar penetrated and regained the ruined castle at

Reddusk. Following up on this success, troops were able to finally re-

take the fortress of Blackbourne. Our forces were led by Count Requin

Drager, who certainly distinguished himself in hard campaigning.

These gains, however, may have incited a return appearance of the

Undoer, who assailed the capital city and again employed his mallet to

summon the Hammerwights as part of his evil force. Many Ashbans

distinguished themselves in the combat, including the Baron Olin who

fell a half-dozen times during the fighting, only to rise again and rejoin

the fray, where the Undoer was eventually repulsed with losses.

5. 5. 5. 5. 5. The OThe OThe OThe OThe Orrrrrder of the der of the der of the der of the der of the White SWhite SWhite SWhite SWhite Sworworworworworddddd
Ashbury’s first and least knowable ally, the Lady of the Mists, evi-

dently brought two members of the Order of the White Sword to the city in

Serpent 598. These women, Captain Illarion Arpana and Guardian Nikos,

sought out the Healers Guild and Natasha Rosayka, thinking that here, as

in their home country of Amisara, women and healers were also political

leaders. In their land, women take the fore in combating the menace of

undead creatures (as they bring life, its antithesis), and receive instruction

from a mystic, animate sword.

As these warriors conversed, the Sword of Liokadia appeared and

seemed to instruct Arpana to gather female healers.

On short notice, a group consisted of the Armisarans and Gilcori,

Shya, Kieran, Ashen, Ta’wané, Sage, Guildmistress Natasha, Crystal, Squire

Azura and Lady Azrael rifted away from the capital by means of touching

the sword. Brought to a faraway tower, these women battled undead crea-

tures led by a terrible gypsy Death Knight. These terrors were defeated

with no loss of life, and a bond was formed between the company and the

visitors.

6. 6. 6. 6. 6. The RThe RThe RThe RThe Robberobberobberobberobbery of the My of the My of the My of the My of the Mageageageageage’’’’’s Gs Gs Gs Gs Guilduilduilduilduild
In the thaws of spring 598, the Mage’s Guild in Ashbury was under-

going transition as described above. For the most part, two Guildmistresses

would take on the duties once held alone by Sorceress Shalizar; but at this

time the mantle was worn by one aged academician and scientist, Nikias

corr Fidelitas.

Settling in as best he could, the Guildmaster arrived early one morn-

ing to find that the Guild had been expertly ransacked; formal scrolls and

components had been taken from behind the Circle of Power, yet the

Ward remained intact.

In the midst of lamenting this crippling blow to the Guild, in the crisis

of the transposition, Fidelitas noticed that a small coffer of coin on the

main desk (and outside the Circle) had also been emptied.

Taking the issue to the authorities at once, an investigation was im-

mediately launched under the guidance of the Paladins. As each of the

three co-Guild leaders were asked and happily agreed to a search of their

premises — without result — suspicion began to focus on a very senior

Guildsman named Modi, and his associate, a former lord named Hanson.

Modi, also a Squire of the Barony of Trellheim, had advanced far in the

arts Celestial under Shalizar, who may have been unaware of, or chose to

tolerate, several improprieties and irregularities on the part of her protégé.

Among others, Modi was known to have forged his spirit into that of

an iron golem; he had also been convicted of murder on more than one

occasion. Unconfirmed report had it that he had forged himself into an

Earth Caster, yet retained his status in the Mages Guild, including Investi-

ture into the Circle of Power.

Modi was arrested and brought to trial by Sheriff Larson and Magis-

trate Eros. He defended the charge that only he (other than the exoner-

ated Guild leaders) could have breached the Circle by claiming that a Spirit

Walk ritual would accomplish the same result.

Yet the innocuous robbery of the small coin box outside the Circle put

the lie to this theory, as now three Spirit Walks would have to be per-

formed, and two unaided while within the Guild.

The court accepted the much more likely (if still debatable) evidence

that Modi had somehow been able to penetrate the Ward on the Guild

entrance, and used his Investiture to accomplish the robbery by mundane

means. Hanson, his associate and a vociferous and inveterate interrupter

during the proceedings, had in fact handled the Ward Key briefly the pre-

vious day, and was believed to have fashioned the duplicate.

Modi was summarily banished, though he protested his innocence to

all who would listen and the artefacts were never returned nor discovered.

Hanson, whose title of Lord had already been removed from him by the

Paladins for earlier violations, was not formally charged but also disap-

peared from public view at this time. The Mage’s Guild bent itself to a

slow path of recovery.

Meanwhile this trial had repercussions of the gravest level of magni-

tude. Baron Radric Halifax of Trellheim, overlord of the accused Squire

Modi, had been absent during these events, and was not informed of the

actions of the Ducal court until nearly a fortnight had passed. He waxed

quite hot in defence of his former vassal, even going so far as to print

tracts for public proclamation in which he challenged the Duke to Honor

Combat, and speculated that he may have been replaced by an imposter.

Duke Aramis responded with a ringing affirmation of the verdict and

accepted the challenge (though it was beyond Radric’s right to issue it, as

he was of inferior rank).

No combat was ever fought, evidently, but Radric shortly resigned as

Baron of Trellheim after apologizing to the Duke. He departed the lands

with many strong and loyal followers to undertake an exploration of the

mists (presumably in an effort to find a way back to Tyrra, though it was

by now midsummer 598).

Radric thus became the fourth Trellheim Baron in a row to either be

removed for committing crimes or to resign after controversy.

Ashbury’s enemies moved upon this loss, as has been chronicled in

the main history, and the majority of Trellheim fell to the control of trolls,

Morganna, the Dur Numarie and Galanthia within days. Thus do the machi-

nations of the mighty affect all who live under them.

7. 7. 7. 7. 7. The Chalice of SThe Chalice of SThe Chalice of SThe Chalice of SThe Chalice of Sooooovvvvvererererereigntyeigntyeigntyeigntyeignty
The first narrative has told in brief of the wondrous power of the



Chalice of Sovereignty, its history and the long period when Icenia was

deprived of its aid. It required the presence of the kingdom of destiny,

Ashbury, to trigger events that resulted in its rediscovery after so many

centuries.

The enigmatic Lady of the Mists had already supplied Ashbury

with the Vessel of Vapours, enabling a group to travel long distances in

a fingersnap when filled with water. Lady Azrael and Baron Agnar of the

Ash Forest had possession of this artefact, and by its use in the Sala-

mander of 598, a group of nobles, adventurers and citizens led by Duke

Aramis Llyrr were taken through mist to a high mountain plain.

There stood a solitary, thin tree (as legend stated that the Chalice

was turned into one when the cursed King Melegar hurled it from the

castle battlements in the last moment of his living reign). Before the

tree, the undead guardian Melegar challenged the advancing heroes, and

an army of undead arose to assist him in defence of the position.

As the Black Unicorn Company and the Ash Forest bore the brunt

of the assault, a special cadre of rogues including the Ducal Rangers and

Professor Xavier Kimball maneuvered to an enveloping position. While

the battle raged, the mystic wood elf Rune gained the tree through a

perilous lone penetration, but could discover no clue to the Chalice’s

whereabouts.

Eventually victorious, the heroes of Ashbury gathered by the tree

and examined in it myriad ways. The same Rune had the presence of

mind to suggest a Remove Curse spell, and Ta’wané the gypsy assayed

the sorcery.

The tree dissolved into mist, and then cleared to reveal the mythic

cup in its place. Duke Aramis took possession and back in Ashbury made

the Land-Bond.

Immediately thereafter, the Duke was ambushed (and thought Oblit-

erated) by the dragon Ingregavor, and Count Requin assumed command

of the state. He ordered that the Chalice be brought to him that he might

use the Land-Bond. But Requin’s motives were suspect to some even at

that early date, including the Ladies Azrael and Alyx Attleborough (the

latter then the Sage’s Guildmistress), who resolved to conceal the Chal-

ice and struck upon a novel means to do so.

When the Duke returned alive, Lady Azrael presented him with a

cake, telling him it had a “secret ingredient.” When she dug her hands

into the confection, she pulled out the Chalice of Sovereignty (glibly

pronouncing it a “cup cake”). Azrael had performed the concealment-

by-bakery, then gave the cake to Lady Alyx, who hid it. Thus, Dame Azrael

if questioned could honestly report that she had no idea where the Chalice

was; whereas Lady Alyx could with candor state that she had never seen

the cup since the Duke had drunk from it.

So the cup once lost through arrogance was recovered through cour-

age, and preserved from corruption through wit and the puissance of

pastry.

8. A8. A8. A8. A8. Advdvdvdvdventurenturenturenturenture in Me in Me in Me in Me in Mythlandiaythlandiaythlandiaythlandiaythlandia
Amora-Fortannis has long been considered by sages to reside at a

nexus of many inter-planar points or gates. One of these encroached in

the summer of 598, known to its inhabitants as Mythlandia or the Plane

of Dreams.

In Dragon 598, a malevolent being known as the Boogeyman had

appeared to Ash Forest adventurers Calis, Luigi and Gilwing.

Later, as his minions spread havoc in the city, the Boogeyman inex-

plicably kidnapped Squire Azura, Sir Zachary, Sir Du’Gual, Lord Daniel

and Calis.

By report of that period, these heroes believed they were taken to a

den of lycanthropes, against whom they were successful.

Later episodes with a vampire and his thralls began to show the

truth: the Boogeyman did not take his unwilling guests to other parts of

this world, but to his plane, known as Mythlandia, where mortals were

coerced to re-enact eerie nightmares with very real consequences.

This plane and its energy became more urgently involved in the

history of the kingdom in the following season.  In the Gryphon, a mul-

titude of adventurers locked in combat with Deep Trolls in Trellheim’s

Tower Hills suddenly fell asleep, friend next to foe and without resis-

tance even among the elves.

The Queen of Mythlandia appeared and parleyed in civil fashion.

She appealed to the heroes of Ashbury to help dispel an army of insects;

as these creatures do not dream, the Mythlandians could not summon

their innate nightmares to defend themselves.

In the midst of this strange adventure, the aforementioned

Boogeyman appeared; while loyal to the Queen, he evidently held a

grudge against the waking mortals of Ashbury, and no small degree of

havoc ensued. The Boogeyman was instantly reprimanded by the Queen,

however, and forced to do penance in the form of promised indemnity

from nightmares to the aggrieved parties.

With order restored, an accord was quickly reached and fighting against

the insect warriors commenced.

Through numerous conflicts, losses were high and roughly equal

between the two sides. Baron Agnar and his court, led by the Boogeyman,

discovered a huge fly-creature, which the latter identified as being part

dream.

It was revealed that Professor Xavier Kimball of the Black Uni-

corns had accidentally created several dream insects out of Dream Es-

sence, on an earlier occasion. They had spawned, and nearly grown to

such numbers as would have overwhelmed all Mythlandia. In the final

battle for control of the area, certain insects began to evince individual-

istic tendencies (contrary to insect norms), and eventually their sheer

variety, in addition to their endless numbers and horrid vitality, deluged

the Ashbans and their Mythlandian allies.

Many died, but returned to life in the mortal world. Yet Findrago

Malreaver, a gypsy dancer and bard of most gregarious character, well

liked by all, was slain permanently in the world of dreams.

Yet the hierarchy of this bizarre realm were now well-disposed to-

ward Ashbury for its efforts.

As a token of thanks, the Seneschal of Mythlandia presented the

city with a recipe for Amnesia potions.

99999. . . . . The Assaults of HThe Assaults of HThe Assaults of HThe Assaults of HThe Assaults of Herererererukan Mukan Mukan Mukan Mukan Mithraukoithraukoithraukoithraukoithrauko
Claiming to represent the empire of Dur Numarie, a Kanoredhil known

as Herukan Mithrauko first confronted the rulers and people of Ashbury in

Serpent 598, when he presented a list of demands entitled “Terms of As-

similation” to Duke Aramis. Arrogant and seemingly filled with hatred,

Mithrauko displayed honorable behavior to captives at times, and ruthless

betrayal and cruelty at others. Not invulnerable in combat — for he was

routed and even captured by the likes of Baron Radric, Sir Jaret with

Sieghard, and the jester Dimsdale on divers occasions — yet Mithrauko is

possessed of unusual powers of escape, foiling Imprisons as well as other

mundane and magical means used in attempts to capture him.

His forces are a mixed group, often ogres but at times other elves or

strange hybrid creatures such as the “wood elves” from the Spirit Tree

of spring 598.

Mithrauko bears an especial hatred for mystic wood elves, going

out of his way and showing no mercy in his murders of Squire Azura

and Rune (the latter on two occasions). He has also evidently deputed a

bone golem to invade Ashbury for the same purpose. In another assault

(Hawk 599), he Obliterated a mystic wood elf named Lygea despite all

attempts and offers to prevent him.

Mithrauko’s next incursion came late that year (end of the Fire Ant

599), when he suddenly captured and threatened to Obliterate a young

squire named Alexander of Blythedale. The price for his mercy (from

within the safety of a Circle of Power) was that the Duke himself should

stand in as substitute.

This was done over the great outcry of the helpless populace, and a

ritual of Obliteration was begun. At the last moment, the Queen Celwen

of Imladar arrived and destroyed the Circle of Earth, which saved the

Duke and dispelled Mithrauko in agony back to Dur Numarie.

He remains at large as of the publication of this chronicle.



10. 10. 10. 10. 10. The CarThe CarThe CarThe CarThe Career of Leer of Leer of Leer of Leer of Luvuvuvuvuvo Po Po Po Po Piperiperiperiperiper
In the ides of the Gryphon, a large merchant caravan was attacked

by gas-wielding bandits. The highwaymen were described as well-dressed

and polite individuals who were very courteous during the course of the

robbery. They were led by a hobling, who apologized to the merchants

for the delay in their travel schedule. This was the most famous early

theft of the famous outlaw Luvo Piper and the Quickhand Bandits who

are known for never harming their victims.

By this point, Piper had already amassed a very significant fortune,

enough to raise a reward offer from among the merchants who suffered

his depredations. His persistence, combined with his studied avoidance

of violence in his acts, served to raise his reputation in the eyes of the

commoners.

Some of these merchants were combined in an organization known

as the Ashbury Merchants Conglomerate. This traders guild was already

becoming known for its uncanny control of vital supplies, and rumors of

extortion and assassination abounded. Under the brief, harsh rule of Count

Requin, one of his only acts to win any approbation was the levying of

harsh taxes even upon the AMC.

In Fire Ant 598, Piper and the Quickhand Bandits struck again,

pillaging a bazaar recently acquired by the AMC. Compounding audac-

ity with largesse, Piper, while still in control of the scene and before

sufficient law authorities arrived, divided the loot publicly. Half was

given to the Healer’s Guild, and the other half taken by the Gentleman

Highwayman in hand for a bold proclamation: “People of Ashbury! Let

everyone know that this is Luvo Piper’s stance on the AMC!” With that,

the Gentleman Highwayman threw the coins into the air for the towns-

folk to gather. Luvo Piper and his band then fled the scene in a merry

mood. Even certain nobles gathered on the scene allowed him to leave.

The following spring, in Dragon 599, the famous hobling and his

band escaped capture by bounty hunters in Greystone, who had been

seeking the 100 gold crowns offered by the Ashbury Merchants Con-

glomerate for his capture.

11. 11. 11. 11. 11. The Liberation of The Liberation of The Liberation of The Liberation of The Liberation of TTTTTrrrrrollsgateollsgateollsgateollsgateollsgate
In the early part of Gryphon 598, Dwarvenholm King Kelanor IV’s

daughter, Kelanor the Younger, visited Ashbury; she told both Smith and

Gilwing of the resting place of the Shield of Melding, in the tomb of her

ancestor, Kelanor I.

This wondrous artifact, often used to rescue trapped miners, allowed

the bearer to pass through walls of solid stone; its usefulness in retaking

the lost fortress of Trollsgate was obvious. Accordingly these three wor-

thy dwarves set off to the tomb, accompanied by Sir Jaret, Sir Zachary,

Squire Patrick, Calis, Sparktet, Terendil and Luigie.

Fighting past several earth elementals, the group finally assayed the

tomb. In the magnificent sepulchre of this beloved King of Dwarvenholm,

the assembled party communed with the spirit of the former monarch.

Upon learning of the fall of Trollsgate, Kelanor I agreed to lend not only

the Shield of Melding (to his descendant) but also his magic sword to

Gilwing to bear against the foe.

Upon the next day, another group of heroes led by this same trio of

dwarves set out for Trollsgate. Penetrating the outer works undetected

through the wondrous agency of the Shield of Melding, the leaders of the

party wept to see such vandalism and destruction of their beloved castle

by the occupying trolls. Yet it could also be noted that their earth circles

were teeming with resurrecting warriors, evidence of the in-fighting be-

tween deep and surface trolls that was taking place.

At the Hall of Masters, the group was noticed at last, and the alarm

sounded. Barricading themselves against the trolls without, the group no-

ticed a large statue of a crowned Kelanor I. Having been told by the dead

king to “Render the Crown” at the tomb, Smith took action and broke the

statue’s crown with his hammer. Miraculously, the statue animated to fol-

low his command, and Smith commanded it to kill the racial foe.

All the statues of the hall, known as the Guardians of Trollsgate,

began to move in response, and wrought havoc on the stunned trolls in

the keep.

While the rest of the party retreated to rally Ashbury’s .forces from

without, Smith remained behind to witness and record the events from

within. Trollsgate was indeed retaken by this vigorous and intrepid action,

to the great rejoicing and pride of the Dwarves of the nation.

Gilwing was given the title Champion of Kelanor V, and bore the

sword of Kelanor I as his token; Smith for his part was named

“LoreHammer,” and won the right to have a statue of himself installed in

the new Hall of Legend.

12. 12. 12. 12. 12. The LoThe LoThe LoThe LoThe Lovvvvve of Aramis and Lilythe of Aramis and Lilythe of Aramis and Lilythe of Aramis and Lilythe of Aramis and Lilyth
By any standard of measure, the Duke Aramis Llyrr of Ashbury

must be considered one of the most outstanding knights of the era in either

plane of existence. His constant presence, courage, straightforwardness

and candor endeared him to the embattled population of Ashbury from the

moment of his ascension to the title, in the summer of 597.

During the endless crises of the transposition and the settling-in pe-

riod which followed, Aramis fought off personal threats as well as peril to

the duchy, and thought beyond mere survival to the revival of a kingdom.

In this act, he placed his own power below his love for his adopted land,

and forged a new order under the awakened King Gareth ap Moire.

Yet along this path Aramis was brought to a reward, and to new

trials, beyond any he had envisioned. This brave leader of men, by his own

admission a soldier and not a poet, would fall in love and pursue that quest

with all the vigor which he showed in defending the kingdom.

When the House of Avacar came to Ashbury, in the spring of 598, all

was near-chaos in the aftermath of the transposition through the Black

Maw. King Thrombolis, preserved in the Enchanted Mists since the hor-

rible devastation of Icenia in the Curse of Glantri three centuries ago, was

an old man, and suffering from the Monarch Malady now that his sus-

pended condition was ended.

He urged the Quest of the Chalice of Sovereignty upon Ashbury,

which was accepted and shortly found.

Kelanor I



But in addition, Thrombolis suggested a match between the bachelor

Duke and his eldest daughter, Lilyth, also rescued from the Mists with her

younger sister Lydia. This Princess Lilyth was of surpassing beauty, and

while outwardly as demure as the Duke was shy of women, possessed of

an inner balance and strength that would serve her well in the weeks to

come. To all eyewitness accounts the bond betwixt this pair was as strong

as it was instantaneous.

The Duke himself commented on something in her eyes, and with

uncharacteristic decision in the face of courtly love, he accepted the

mooted match immediately and formally proposed (by means of a tre-

mendous display of courage) within a month.

No doubt Ashbans had come to feel protective of their intrepid and

ever-threatened leader; moreover, the prevalence of unlanded adventur-

ers in the population and even in positions of power seems to have spon-

sored an atmosphere of very untraditional skepticism. Rumors abounded

of some foreign sorcery, centering on Lilyth and her suspiciously easy

conquest of Ashbury’s most powerful swain. To their credit, both Aramis

and Lilyth made no outward display of anger or impatience, but gradu-

ally proved to their subjects that the emotion evinced between them was

entirely real. Indeed, the people came to be quite captivated by the sweet

and innocent affection these two held for each other.

All the more shattering, then, when the betrayal of the Dragonheart

struck. As part of his plan to capture the duchy, “Count” Requin Drager

not only set up the ambush which was to have Obliterated Aramis under

his draconic ally Ingregavor, he also took thought for the threat pre-

sented by the Icenian Princess. It is clear he made her several offers of

an ignoble nature, including the idea of a political marriage between them

to cement his claim. Lilyth for her part would have nothing to do with the

arrogant and cruel Warlord, repeatedly affirming her belief that Aramis

was alive.

Failing both in promise and threat to sway her, Requin arranged

instead to have Lilyth framed for the Duke’s murder and thrown into

durance on capital charges. Trying to exploit fears of foreign influence,

Drager implied that the Icenian Princess had in fact bewitched the Duke,

as was formerly whispered.

But by now (the summer of 598) the people of Ashbury had already

taken Lilyth into their hearts, giving her a place next to their affection

for the missing — and presumed slain — Aramis. Requin’s accusations

found no footing, and indeed were part of the sentiment that rebounded

against him during the brief interval when he ruled the duchy.

As has been already related, that rule was indeed brief, as the miss-

ing Duke and the survivors of his court returned to crush Requin and

disperse his initial gathering of force.

But now the love of Aramis and Lilyth would meet perhaps its

ultimate test. The Duke ordered that the Princess be freed as his first

official act; yet unbeknownst to any, including Requin, a member of her

entourage had escaped capture and subborned the guards to let her go.

Divining with his intimate connection to her heart where she would

have fled, Aramis dispatched the Black Unicorn Company to the ruins

of an Icenian Healer’s Guild. Yet the devastating report came back that

she had been captured — by  Ingregavor the dragon!

The Duke, who had stood firm under combat fears that would have

dissolved the heart of a mere mortal, seemed for a short time to crumple

in despair.

Yet Lilyth was indeed rescued from the clutches of the beast, and

for a time all seemed well.

In the early spring of the following year (599), Aramis and Lilyth

proclaimed their wedding banns. Yet fate seemed determined to resist

their happiness to the bitter end. Invasions from Galanthia and increased

activity from the Blackbourne Compact caused unavoidable delay re-

quiring the Duke’s presence on the front lines, and as the spring elapsed

so did the mortal span of Thrombolis Avacar.

Thus the father who helped to create this immortal pair was not des-

tined to see its consummation in his daughter’s betrothal.

Once the truce with Galanthia was established, Aramis could turn

once again to the happier (though perhaps just as frightening) task of the

wedding. Choosing six of the duchy’s most stalwart figures for their wed-

ding party, the group gathered in the fall of 599 for the ceremony that noble

tradition dictated. Baron Jonathan Dragonheart of Blythedale, Sage’s Guild-

mistress Shya Corak, Squire Xavier Kimball, Healer’s Guildmistress and

Nordenn Squire Natasha, Sir Daniel Star-Grimsby and Squire Celosia Star

together with the bride and groom formed the Order of the Cup and Blade.

Sumptuous gifts were brought from all ranks and walks of society in an

astonishing display of love and respect for the married couple, and a rau-

cous wedding feast was celebrated in which entertainment of all sorts

prevailed.

That evening was completed with the commoner tradition of the

first kiss, and this being the first open display of affection between this

proper and deferent couple, the sight brought a thunderous cheer of ap-

proval and commensurate display of goodwill on the part of all.

Following hard on the next morning, the noble ceremony of bond-

ing was observed with the Magistrate Eros presiding as Celebrant, and

at last this storied couple could retire to a life, if not fully settled, at least

more placid than had previously been the case.

Thus did true love conquer all obstacles once again, not the least of

which were the proud and honest hearts beating within these two ex-

traordinary persons.

13. 13. 13. 13. 13. The RThe RThe RThe RThe Reformation of the Oeformation of the Oeformation of the Oeformation of the Oeformation of the Orrrrrder of Mder of Mder of Mder of Mder of Masonsasonsasonsasonsasons
From ancient times, each major sector of the kingdom of Icenia has

been protected by submerged obelisks of mystic might known as the

Watchstones. Legends tell of mortal Orders who lived in service to these

monoliths, known as the Orders of the Mason. Empowered by their bond

to their particular Watchstone, Masons could be transported great dis-

tances to combat threats to the land; some say they were also atimes

enhanced by strange magicks and protections. Along with the rest of the

social order, these Masons disappeared with the Curse of Glantri, centu-

ries ago. But with the return of civilization in the instance of Ashbury,

new signs were given that the Watchstones survived.

In the Fire Ant of 598, a patch of mist appeared to a group of citi-

zens, including Rasq Darkmoon, his brother Tithraq and Luigie. Tarry-

ing for a moment to collect an associate, a barbarian warrior of known

puissance named Ator Thunderbringer, this impromptu adventuring band

intrepidly entered the mist not knowing what they would find.

The mist brought them to a ruined city, where stood a small tower;

within, an enormous crystal column stood, a small pod-like creature of

energy sitting at its base. Four tendrils of energy snaked out from the

central creature, ending in four humanoid forms of electricity. Though

these crackling shapes exuded lightning, and the central column threw

energy in the shape of Magic Storms. Yet the half-dozen who faced the

test were well-equipped (as these adventurers generally are) with all

manner of scrolls and potions, and were of course as skillful as brave in

the face of danger.

First the outer appendages, and finally the central nemesis were

dispatched, whereupon the column transformed into a bright pillar which

communicated with the minds of the assembled. It was indeed the

Watchstone of Ashbury (or in Icenian nomenclature, Valkonkyrie), freed

from capture by unknown forces; when asked, the six adventurers all

agreed to become its new adherents, and the first Order of the Masons

was hereby formed.

In near-simultaneous activity, another group of landless heroes led

by the kiergani Drak accepted the challenge to free and serve the

Watchstone of Nordenn. In the following year, one of this membership,

the taciturn Solemn Judgement, led a band of recruits to defend that

monolith against the encroachment of some of Requin’s Maulers. A third

stone, located in the barony of Blythedale (once Moonvale), was liber-

ated by the Baron Jonathan Dragonheart and his court.

14. 14. 14. 14. 14. The MThe MThe MThe MThe Murururururder of Rder of Rder of Rder of Rder of Roberoberoberoberobert Ot Ot Ot Ot Oakwoodakwoodakwoodakwoodakwood
It might be imagined, when individuals of such power, skill and varied

interest — to say nothing of huge gaps in race, age and gender — are



brought together in these casual adventure groups, the result is not always

so happy as was the case with the Order of the Masons. The social toler-

ance of adventuring parties, with their volatile and ever-changing mem-

bership, must of necessity lead to tension on occasion; and without feudal

or guild structure to lend unity and to adjudicate disputes, friction must

grow into grudge; at least, this is the opinion of this author.

Such, evidently, was the case with a young man known as Robert

Oakwood. Like many of these rootless wanderers an infrequent member

of several loose associations over the years, Robert was known to be

advanced to the formal level of magic yet had not adopted the title of

Wizard.

The source of his differences with others in the community is un-

known, as was the question of original guilt in the dispute. It simply hap-

pened that one night in the Fire Ant of 598, he was murdered and perma-

nently died.

The Ashbury Healer’s Guild, seeing his body attempt to resurrect

and then fail, immediately initiated an investigation. Robert’s body was

discovered within the portals of the Ash Forest manor house, in the com-

pany of several men thought to have been complicitous in the crime.

Baron Jonathan Dragonhart, Sir Daniel Star-Grimsby and Sir

Zachary Blane were among the nobles who detained the accused: Squire

Calis of such checkered mention in this chronicle; the dwarf Gilwing

who had become Champion of Kelanor V the previous year; one named

Drakonios; and the colorful chef-alchemist Luigie.

This group was attached in various degrees to the Ash Forest bar-

ony and had been frequent company in recent months, as these adven-

turing associations often are. They protested their innocence, but evidence

from eyewitnesses was considered sufficient to bring the quartet to trial.

The proceedings were overseen by the Magistrate Sir Eros

Clearbrook, Paladin Sir Rorn Skyhammer, and the esteemed Duke him-

self, His Grace Aramis Llyrr; Sir Zachary Blane was persuaded to serve

as prosecutor (though somewhat loathe to do so), whilst the defendants

did retain one Vroon Merik as their counsellor.

The trial inspired much comment and debate. The body of Robert

had disappeared, and no compelling physical evidence was obtained. Yet

eyewitness testimony weighed heavily against the defendants, especially

that of the biata Shya Corak, later to rise high in the Sage’s Guild and a

frequent companion of the deceased; the Healer’s Guildmistress Natasha

Rosayka also contributed signal evidence.

Then too, the defendants on the docket did contradict each other in

various aspects of the story, and even their barrister seemed incriminated

at one point.

In the end, Sir Eros concluded that the defendants were guilty of

murder (waiving lesser charges of theft and perjury), and sentenced them

to a death: Luigie, who had also been found guilty of conspiracy to murder

Robert on a previous occasion, merited a second death for his recidivance.

This marked the end of the open influence of this group, yet their

careers continued on private paths. Calis, stripped of his rank as Squire,

seemed to drift ever-nearer to the depths of iniquity. He joined the Healer’s

Guild but was dismissed for the open exercise of necromancy (earning

him another execution as well); later chosen by the Chessmaster to play

one of his black Horsemen, he began to style himself the “Dark Knight”

and claimed to speak for the true sentiments of Ashbury’s oppressed.

He seemed to constantly flirt with crime, yet reportedly saved lives

of Ashbury citizens on more than one occasion. It was certainly he who

stole the Vessel of Vapors and brought it to Requin in the summer of 599,

an act which earned him banishment.

Gilwing presumably returned to his former honors among the dwarves

as Champion of Kelanor, and of Drakonius nothing further is writ. The

chef Luigie seemed to reform his ways and continued his advancement

into the magical arts; in the spring of 599 he was among those afflicted

with lycanthropy (of which more will be written presently), but registered

lawfully and recovered.

This crime of murder, however, brought a stain upon the Barony of

the Ash Forest, causing rumors about a court otherwise quite distinguished

in its valor and defence of the common weal.

15. 15. 15. 15. 15. The The The The The Thessi IThessi IThessi IThessi IThessi Invnvnvnvnvasionsasionsasionsasionsasions
The land known as Ashbury had been involved in nearly-eternal war

against the evil gryphons and their biata allies known as the Thessi, with a

significant and fascinating history stretching back ten centuries and more.

In the Hawk of 598, after the transposition, biata Bloodstone Council mem-

bers Zandar Norik and Xapano Corak approached Duke Aramis in a friend-

ship more open than any in living memory. They swore fealty to him (within

certain limits) and bequeathed to him an ancient prophecy, ready to be

opened now that a millennium had passed.

This chronicle, not revealed in all its particulars, detailed the history

of the Thessi wars from long ago, and how the evil gryphons were impris-

oned by righteous biata rebels within a fabled Arch, or Tomb (located in

Barrowdowns). In recent years, under the Duke Bryan Nordenn, a das-

tardly stone elf thief named Jozlin, commissioned to decipher the elvish

and biata writings on the Arch (596), plundered it instead, making off with

a tablet and one of the mystic containment gems. This collapsed the physi-

cal Arch and weakened its restrictive magics. Now the Thessi were launch-

ing a campaign to liberate the imprisoned monsters.

The prophecy also made evident a way in which the Arch could be

restored and this durance extended, and with the passing of centuries cer-

tain elements of this method had come within reach. First, the stolen tablet

and its gem must be found and restored. Following this, four golden gryphons

must be found to recreate the ritual; and as the energy of the Tomb in-

cludes spirit warriors, several kiergani would be needed to Spirit Walk and

do astral battle while the ceremony was in motion.

But the Thessi, sensing the weakness of the Arch, had already infil-

trated Ashbury in biata form, controlling and even blanking minds to spread

distrust and terror.

In the Serpent of 598, dissension near Safehaven between Ashbans

such as Baron Olin and biata troops led by Brendan led to confusion and

ill-will. The Thessi apparently capitalized on this, controlled a general’s

mind to order unprepared biata mercenaries into battle, and disrupted the

defence of the area so completely that Thessi agents were able to destroy

the Safehaven homestone.

The biata council lost two members to permanent death in the ensu-

ing shock, and the remaining leadership struggled to prevent a breach in

their young attempt to cooperate with the other Ashbury races. Evidently

this debacle, too, was predicted in the prophecy, as the “Ritual Massacre.”

Among Ashbury’s nobles, this was the interval in which Duke Aramis

was missing and presumed dead (astonishingly, a betrayal also predicted

by the prophecy). Baron Kelial, who had suffered turbulent relations with

the biata, resigned; and his successor, Jonathan Dragonhart, was ener-

getic in his efforts to assist refugees from Safehaven and biata within

Blythedale.

In time, it became evident that these sad losses, certainly due in large

part to Thessi animosity, served to unite the races and help to bring about

their eventual undoing. Individuals of other races were assailed by Thessi

mind-control, and some escaped to be cured, including Nathan Westwind

(cured by council member Xapano), Bardic College Professor Xavier

Kimball, and Thorn Vardik.

This aforementioned Professor Xavier had been pursuing the various

physical pieces of the Thessi Arch for several years, and his efforts had

bore fruit. The gem was acquired from a dwarven merchant, simply for

money. One of the pieces was recovered from a cave, while a second was

gained from a collector named Bertram Patridge in exchange for the bar-

barian Pyramid of Power (the achievement of which involved the efforts

of Xavier’s associates, a team of adventuring retainers known as the Black

Unicorns).

For a third piece of the Arch, it was necessary to rescue Susan

Stormholm, an archaeologist, who had been captured; Baron Jonathan

(leading the force for perhaps as much personal as political reasons)

effected her rescue along with including Calis, Gilwing, BrightHawk,

Robert Oakwood, and Shya Corak, and the piece was their reward. The

final piece was held by Thessi agents, and the assembled population re-

gained it after a large engagement.



There remained the matter of the living elements in the solution. Of

the four golden gryphons needed, only one, named Rose, was an adult:

three others were but children, including Rose’s son, the son of Selina

Vardik and the gryphon Tiercel (Rowan), and an orphan child also rescued

from Thessi assassins years earlier. With the assistance of the Lady of the

Mists, a large group of adventurers accompanied these gryphons to the

place of Death, where a mystic fountain was used to briefly bathe the

children, advancing their age to adulthood. This dangerous experiment was

successful (though the human twin of the Vardik gryphon was lost) and

thus the required four gryphons were now ready to attempt the ritual.

After this, the Thessi stepped up their mind-control assaults. The

Emperor himself, posing as a biata prisoner and freed from capture along

with Selina Vardik, even dared to exchange pleasantries with the Duke

and his court before slipping out of town ahead of recognition. The unfor-

tunate Professor Xavier was controlled for a second time, but more quickly

cured.

The stone pieces had been bound together in the original Arch by a

race known as the Ardynnites, who had not arrived with the transposed

duchy. Gilwing, having heard of an artifact known as the Ring of Palin,

quested to recover it in the company of Luigie, Calis, Drakonis, Fayde

and Alex (one of those endlessly-shifting bands of rootless, wandering

adventurers who have peppered this history). Together they defeated a

trollish menace in a dwarven graveyard, and obtained the mystic ring,

which enabled Gilwing to perform the requisite masonry.

In the original formation of the Arch, several brave kiergani had

fallen in combat and their spirits were trapped by the magic of the place.

The intervening centuries had driven them near madness, and the weak-

ening of the Arch allowed them to leak out, harming those in the vicinity

with impunity. Two brave kiergani, BrightHawk and Nihilius, under-

went the dangerous Spirit Walk ritual, killing themselves within a Circle of

Power that their spirits could rise to meet with their ancestors during the

ritual.

They performed this task with brilliant success, defeating some but

calming others through words, and even gaining the assistance of certain

Kiergani, who healed fallen Ashban warriors in the fighting over the effort

to restore the Arch.

And fierce fighting there certainly was. As the Asbury force escort-

ing the four golden gryphons arrived at the Barrowdowns tomb, a Thessi

force of mixed races led by two evil gryphons launched an assault.

Gilwing was a particular target and was knocked unconscious by a mind-

controlled gypsy named Nigel at one juncture, critically delaying the

work of restoring the stone. Even the mighty Duke Aramis Llyrr lay

bleeding near to death for some time.

All this was in addition to the desperate struggle taking place in the

spirit world, as already alluded to. But after nearly a solid hour of such

carnage, the heroes of Ashbury were successful.

As the Arch reformed, the golden gryphons were literally absorbed

into the stone: simultaneously, every biata not within the confines of a

Circle of Power was struck dead on the spot, and all efforts to revive

them either on the field or in the Healer’s Guild were to no avail. Nei-

ther, strangely, did their bodies dissipate.

The elder Zandar, employing his awesome Staff of Power, found it

drawn toward Duke Aramis. Though the latter resisted several attempts

to persuade him, he at last assayed to heal the fallen, and found that his

touch instantly brought them back from the far veil to which their spirits

had strayed. (All, that is, except the tragic Selina Vardik, who had in-

deed given her last). This miraculous event clearly affected the Duke’s

status in the eyes of the biata citizenry, as is shown in the main narrative.

16. 16. 16. 16. 16. The HThe HThe HThe HThe Humiliation of the Eumiliation of the Eumiliation of the Eumiliation of the Eumiliation of the Empermpermpermpermperororororor
The only other sour note in all the proceeding accomplishment was

that the Thessi forces and their Emperor remained at large. Evidently the

treaty negotiations summoned by the Duke in the following year proved

too great a temptation to resist.

During that month (Dragon 599), Elders Xapano and Zandar had

A Thessi stone carving



won agreement from the Councils of Bloodstone and Hopewell to offer

the Duke fealty in return for freehold status. Aramis Llyrr, upon advice

of nobles and the biata adventurer Shya Corak, asked for a Blood Oath;

when informed of the very private nature of this ceremony, he agreed to

conduct the Oath itself in private in return for public guarantees, and all

was well. Thus did the law-abiding biata of Ashbury at last forge mean-

ingful peace with their neighbors.

At that moment, the Thessi Emperor chose to attack, and he had

employed his usual methods by drugging many among the assembled

population in advance. Chaos and blood was his gift, but he reaped the

whirlwind when he was summarily captured and kept unconscious. Duke

Aramis, in consultation with Baron Agnar and Sir Daniel, announced

immediate sentence upon the foe, and the Thessi Emperor was sum-

marily executed like a common prisoner of war.

17. S17. S17. S17. S17. Selina elina elina elina elina VVVVVararararardikdikdikdikdik’’’’’s Ss Ss Ss Ss Sacrificeacrificeacrificeacrificeacrifice
‘Tis most rare, in this history of the sword and spell, to come across

any mention of family or hearth. Yet it may be that among the most heroic

of deeds, and tragic of tales, lies in the love of a mother for her children.

Such was the story this chronicler has unearthed regarding the biata

goodwoman Selina Vardik.

Married happily to a gryphon named Tiercel, Selina had borne twin

sons from the pairing; one a human named Rowan and the other one of the

fabled golden gryphons, which had proved so instrumental in the defeat of

the Thessi, as already detailed. Resolute in her spirit of adventure and

acceptance of the risk that it brings, Selina continued to place herself in the

forefront of danger, being involved in many of the fine acts of courage

listed here and in the main chronicle, as though she were still a maid. In the

course of this, she was captured by the Thessi, who interrogated her as to

the location of her child. She heroically refused to assist them, and man-

aged to eventually escape. Perhaps impelled by a reaction to her imprison-

ment, Selina agreed when the time came, to sacrifice her gryphon son to

the cause of defeating the Thessi.

As has been explained, it was necessary to age the children to adult-

hood, that they might be able to participate in the Arch ritual. Approaching

the fountain of Death, a company of Ashbury’s heroes gained Death’s

agreement to plunge three of the gryphons there, including Thorn, the

gryphon child of Selina.

Since the human child, Rowan, was the twin of Thorn, Selina re-

quested of Death that he too, be allowed to age in the fountain along with

his twin. Both children aged successfully, but Selina’s sons at first resisted

the call to emerge. Selina pleaded with her children to come out, the tears

streaming down her face.

Finally, Rowan emerged but not Thorn. This human boy, now a man,

refused to return despite all inducement, and therein he perished.

This unexpected blow, coming atop the known sacrifice of her gryphon

child which still lay before her, was a devastating blow to Selina. It may

indeed have made her weak, in the final conflict at the Arch, where she

was again ever in the forefront of the combat. She was felled, along with

others of her race, and appeared dead to all outward effects. All attempts

to raise the biata at the Healers Guild after the battle failed, as has been

related, until the Duke Aramis Llyrr placed his hand on the fallen. They

rose miraculously, all except Selina. Clearly, the loss of both her children in

such tragic fashion was too much even for her hardy and resolute spirit.

Her tether to this pale world snapped in that final conflict, and so it can be

truly said that Selina Vardik made the ultimate sacrifice for the good of her

country.

She gave her own life, and that of all her offspring, so that we might

continue to enjoy the benefits of peace and liberty.

Her funeral was as well attended as any noble’s, and the outpouring

of respect and sympathy for her life and sacrifice was made plain in such

a way as will not shortly be forgotten.

18. Sartoura, the Dark Lady18. Sartoura, the Dark Lady18. Sartoura, the Dark Lady18. Sartoura, the Dark Lady18. Sartoura, the Dark Lady
The Ash Forest was subjected to an infection of chaotic growth and

rampage among its creatures in the Swan of 599, inspired by the awak-

ened mate of the Forest Lord, Sartoura. Claiming to be its rightful queen,

Sartoura struck at the lawful order through her control of various plant

abominations and instigation of murderous rage in all predators, even those

who normally hunt alone.

It was particularly difficult to defeat these children of nature without

destroying them, as they were possessed by Sartoura to act so unnaturally

savage.

Alerted by the Rangers, and ably led and defended by Baron Agnar

Anti-Tiburon, citizens from all parts of Ashbury rallied to the defence of

the Wold and Spirit Tree. Much of the struggle, as we have seen in other

places and times, centered on control of the Land-Bond of the Forest.

Sartoura’s influence over it created zones of darkness within the area,

whereas Baron Agnar’s wondrous shield, once held by the Forest Lord

and a symbol of Land-Bond affinity, allowed him to guide heroes to these

nexus zones to defeat and close them.

The most ferocious of these conflicts came under the boughs of the

fabled Tree of Swords, where Ashbans repeatedly repulsed the forces of

nature under the control of Sartoura’s minions, the Dedicants. Later, Council

Member Ledyard Whitetree took another force from Zalinarik’s Keep to

Black Oak Grove, opposed by walking plant-warriors near a massive tower.

A special strike force, including the Sarr Tithraq, was able to assay the

structure and implant an explosive trap, which brought the tower down. In

the ensuing demolition, the brave young sarr, along with Lady Azrael and

Gage, were briefly buried in rubble but were quickly dug free and resusci-

tated.

While this intrepid action served to free the Keep, and similar fighting

did likewise for Linduria, another threat eluded understanding and libera-

tion in this campaign. Two dark areas within the Shadow Wood, guarded

by shades and other apparitions, foiled the efforts of nearly a score of

adventurers to explore and defeat their menace. Thus, full victory in the

Ash Forest has been delayed as of this chronicle’s conclusion.

19. S19. S19. S19. S19. Sir Jir Jir Jir Jir Jarararararet Net Net Net Net Named Eamed Eamed Eamed Eamed Emmisarmmisarmmisarmmisarmmisaryyyyy
In the Dragon of 599, His Grace sent the paladin, Sir Jaret Delair, to

the eastern realms of Moorgrave and Glenrake in hopes that the goodly

knight may help those troubled lands redeem themselves. The nobility of

Glenrake and Moorgrave have fallen from grace and have adopted the

foul practice of transforming themselves into undead forms, claiming it to

be a sort of “armor” in their war against each other.

While understanding the spirit of their intentions, His Grace was none-

theless appalled by their actions and was fain they could be turned away

from their dark path. Therefore, ‘twas Duke Aramis’ hope that Sir Jaret,

the purest knight since Sir Ivan Drake and a fearless hero, could lead them

back onto the path of righteousness.

20. 20. 20. 20. 20. The LThe LThe LThe LThe Lyyyyycanthrcanthrcanthrcanthrcanthrophic Pophic Pophic Pophic Pophic Plaguelaguelaguelaguelague
So busy with its various threats and dangers, the citizens of Ashbury

nearly fell prey to one of those dangers from within this author has men-

tioned, in the form of the dread curse of werewolfism. No one knows

where the plague did begin, though constant rumors of an outsider with

tremendous strength and an unknown agenda, named Kinnekonkwa, run

through the reports.

Such beings, having the disease, wish to amplify their power through

its spread; their first victims, often shamed as well as cursed, seek a cure

or to reconcile to their conditions privately, without thought for the com-

mon weal. Then when such persons, through noble motive or foul, afflict

others in periods of the change, the plague spreads like a fire upon tar.

So it was in Ashbury. Matters came to a head when two members of

the court of Blythedale were brought up on charges of murder, for wit-

nesses had noted their lycanthropy during their attack on innocents.

The sarr Squire Inaque, as well as the Mage’s Apprentice Nihilius,

stood trial on charges of murder; they claimed innocence by reason of

their lycanthropy, which impelled them to the destructive deed regardless



of their will. They claimed, further, their infection was inflicted by some

other creature than Kinnekonkwa (the “child of the moon”), who was

evidently a being of some civilized pretensions.

Magistrate Sir Eros Clearbrook thus was given one of his most diffi-

cult decisions, and he did expound in counsel with several others before

arriving at a decision. An excerpt of his judgment reads as follows:

“The law clearly states: if someone is claiming in their defense

that their criminal actions were done under duress such as through

an Enslavement or Dominate, this would not be a defense unless it

was clearly shown that the enslavement or dominate had taken place

(through reliable witnesses). One’s mere word that one has been en-

slaved cannot be allowed, as it would be giving free reign for any

criminal to commit any act desired and use a fake ‘enslavement’ as a

defense. Lycanthropy, though similar, does not fall into this legal ex-

ception because it is perfectly obvious when one becomes a werebeing;

it is not something you can lie about.

However, I do not wish to set a precedent that you will not be

responsible for your actions while under a lycanthrope’s curse. If

you know you are under such a curse, you must make every available

effort to protect the citizens of Ashbury.

Inaque and Nihilus recently changed and claimed that they were

controlled to commit murders in the town. Four were killed as a result

of their actions, and only one received a Life spell. They were apolo-

getic for their actions and showed remorse.

I spoke with the other nobles who were present in the city at the

time of the trial, and most felt that since the two did not have the

requisite intent needed for a murder charge that they should be charge

with manslaughter.

Although I had reservations about this — the victims need to

know that their attackers will face an appropriate penalty — I agreed

that the circumstances in this particular case warranted that finding.

Both were fined ten gold pieces, and were ordered to provide services

to their victims for the next six months. Because there was no previous

law concerning a known lycanthrope, I will not enforce an ex post

facto judgment.”

This decision to find guilt in manslaughter only and not murder was

ill-met by several among the populace, including the aforementioned Gilwing

(among the victims) and Luigie (also afflicted with lycanthropy, yet who

had taken extreme precautions in advance of the proclamation to seal

himself from harm).

From this time forward the threat appeared contained, as citizens

duly reported or were excoriated accordingly, and thus the spread of the

disease was checked. Yet the curse had brought with it grave divisions

among the people, the nobles and the victims.

The following month (Hawk 599), events moved with rapidity to-

wards either peace or destruction, but for a long moment it was not clear

which. Kinnekonkwa came into town under a truce to treat with Baron

Jonathan. Luigie, in a rage to see the author of his ills, assailed him in the

tavern with a barrage of Death gasses, which he resisted.

Jonathan downed Luigie and then began to retreat from the city with

his charge. Luigie, recovered from the Baron’s blade, called out a reward

of fifty gold sovereigns for the head of Kinnekonkwa, and only the utmost

effort of the Paladin Sir Polycarus prevented an outbreak of civil strife.

This episode did little to enhance the image of the Baron of Blythedale,

who reportedly had slept while his charges Inaque and Nihilius rampaged

a month earlier. Lady Azrael of the Ash Forest, together with a naked Sir

Daniel Star-Grimsby, had taken effort to contain the pair on that evening.

Baron Jonathan later issued a public apology for Blythedale’s ineffective

effort to contain the threat within their manor walls.

A lone werewolf hunter arrived in town offering the supposed cure

for lycanthropy; Baron Jonathan, the first to see his offer, was caught

without his treasury, but the enigmatic adventurer Calis produced the req-

uisite cash and promulgated copies of the formula. It should be remem-

bered, of course, that one of his associates was afflicted with the curse.

For several days, the entire population seemed to be madly scram-

bling in a search for the components of a proper cure, which were several

and strange in their make-up. At last they were gathered, and Sage’s Guild

member Shya Corak mixed the ingredients. All the werewolves were lined

up and ready for the cure. As each one received it, he was forced into

wolf form, then summarily beaten down and force-fed the antidote. They

all were returned to normal, with the notable exception of the barbarian

Chieftain Ator, who was seen leaving town before being administered the

cure.

21. An Icenian Halloween21. An Icenian Halloween21. An Icenian Halloween21. An Icenian Halloween21. An Icenian Halloween
At the end of the Fire Ant 599, Ashbury was again subjected to the

unique terror that comes with the weakening of the barrier between the

mortal world and the Abysmal Gorge. Once again, Ashbans were encour-

aged to choose a ruler from among the variant horrors of the Lords of this

plane. Accompanying this rash of horror were many other less public, but

no less eerie events.

Queen Nachtface returned to lobby for support, arguing that mere

darkness was preferable to the madness of Jack O’Lantern or the terror

of Muckhead. She offered to trade the Dire Bow (lost the previous year to

Muckhead) in return for three scrolls of the recently-lost Phantasma Pa-

pyrus.

These mystic parchments were once the rightful property of an orga-

nization known as the Apologue Commorancy; a rogue member of their

order, Farve Garvae, stole six of the scrolls yet dropped them in her flight

in locations scattered across the city. Full recovery of each scroll involved

re-living the story that it told, explained a being known as the Minstrel of

the Macabre. He had been dispatched by the Commorancy to recover the

stories. To give the adventurers an example of this, he placed them in a

minor ghost story called “The Macabre Ball of Gothra Moor.”

When the Minstrel spoke the words “Once upon a time,” the adven-

turers found themselves in a town called Quiet Hollow, a grim place whose

chief commerce centered upon the funeral trade. They were the invited

guests of the ball’s hostess, Quiet Hollow’s chief socialite, Gothra Moor,

proprietor of the town’s only funeral home, Moor Funerals. There the

adventurers were given masks and told, “Wear them, they may save your

lives” — and indeed this was true, as the Minstrel later explained.

The masks, for the duration of Halloween, held the power to “edit”

one bad outcome for the possessors. The Minstrel of the Macabre offered

as reward that, for each scroll returned to him, he would answer one

question about the past of any of

Ashbury’s great enemies.

The ensuing days were rife with

uncertainty, as the town’s citizens

could never be sure they were expe-

riencing a tale from one of the scrolls,

or simply one of the “real” horrors of

Halloween.

Muckhead reappeared to harass

the city, and was confronted by Baron

Agnar as well as the anchorite Sol-

emn Judgement, who evidently had

protected the Swabbing Bone for the

past year.  With it, Muckhead was

somewhat averted, and his grunted

offer to trade the Bone for the cov-

eted Dire Bow was refused. Several

of the story-scrolls were found, and

while the Minstrel of the Macabre did

receive two, it appears that Baron

Agnar was able at last to trade three

of the others for the Dire Bow.

Thus a great weapon against

the Undead was triumphantly re-

turned to Ashbury after a year’s ab-

sence.
An undead


